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1Design Exposition Discussion Documents for
Rich Design Discourse in Applied Visualization
Roger Beecham, Jason Dykes, Chris Rooney and William Wong
Abstract—We present and report on Design Exposition Discussion Documents (DExDs), a new means of fostering collaboration
between visualization designers and domain experts in applied visualization research. DExDs are a collection of semi-interactive
web-based documents used to promote design discourse: to communicate new visualization designs, and their underlying rationale,
and to elicit feedback and new design ideas. Developed and applied during a four-year visual data analysis project in criminal
intelligence, these documents enabled a series of visualization re-designs to be explored by crime analysts remotely – in a flexible and
authentic way. The DExDs were found to engender a level of engagement that is qualitatively distinct from more traditional methods of
feedback elicitation, supporting the kind of informed, iterative and design-led feedback that is core to applied visualization research.
They also offered a solution to limited and intermittent contact between analyst and visualization researcher and began to address
more intractable deficiencies, such as social desirability-bias, common to applied visualization projects. Crucially, DExDs conferred to
domain experts greater agency over the design process – collaborators proposed design suggestions, justified with design knowledge,
that directly influenced the re-redesigns. We provide context that allows the contributions to be transferred to a range of settings.
Index Terms—Design methodology, design study, concurrent evaluation, design exposition, design discourse, remote collaboration,
crime analysis, statistical process control, visual representation design, geospatial data, temporal data
F
1 INTRODUCTION
A key characteristic of applied visualization research
is close connection between front-line analysts, or domain
experts, working in the problem domain and visualization
specialists developing visualization tools [1], [2], [3], [4].
During the early stages of a project, this typically involves
a process of problem characterization whereby visualization
researchers must learn important detail about previously
unfamiliar datasets and analysis routines [3]. As an applied
visualization study progresses, domain experts are called
upon to perform analysis, test techniques and evaluate
proposed visual analysis tools [3]. More recent examples of
applied visualization research have demonstrated that the
distinction between visualization researcher contributing
new designs and domain expert contributing subject-matter
expertise can even be dissolved [5]. Here, through continual
discussion and evaluation of designs, domain experts play
an active and ongoing role in the design process and visual-
ization researchers gain domain-relevant expertise, enabling
visualization research that is truly substantive [4].
Effecting such a close collaboration, whereby designs
are continually proposed and evaluated by all participants,
is a non-trivial task. Resource constraints often mean that
contact between analysts and researchers is limited and
intermittent. As problems are established and designs de-
velop, learning is often required. Analysts might need sev-
eral days to explore new designs and encodings and to
develop a sensitivity to the trade-offs required when, for
example, adjusting to complex re-designs that increase data
density. This is particularly problematic when re-designs
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override existing conventions in the application domain.
A more intractable challenge is that of social-desirability
bias [6]. Collaborators with whom visualization researchers
have usefully [1] developed amiable working relationships
may unwittingly provide responses that they believe those
researchers want to hear. The upshot is that rather than rich
and substantive critique informing designs, feedback elici-
tation strategies can result in more superficial commentary
on initial impressions and usability concerns.
It is for these reasons that we developed design exposition
discussion documents (DExDs). DExDs are a structured collec-
tion of interactive web-based documents that use real data
to present and explain design candidates and foster design
discourse. The documents were developed and evaluated
during a long-term collaboration with front-line crime an-
alysts at West Midlands Police (WMP) whereby a family of
re-designs was created for crime monitoring using Statistical
Process Control (SPC) charts. They enumerate data analysis
problems in the application domain; and then present a
collection of proposed re-designs with detailed explanations
as to how each addresses the identified domain problems.
The primary contribution of this research is:
• Design Exposition Discussion Documents (DExDs)
– an approach for fostering rich and informed design
discourse that enables visualization designers to en-
gage with and elicit feedback from front-line analysts
in ways that address deficiencies in existing methods.
Two more specific secondary contributions are estab-
lished through the application domain in which our DExDs
were developed:
• a characterization of the data and tasks associated
with crime monitoring and analysis through SPC;
2Fig. 1: Example SPC chart used by West Midlands Police.
• a family of re-designs for crime monitoring and
analysis, informed, justified and evaluated through
deep design discourse with analysts.
We present our work by first describing SPC charts and
their role in supporting decision-making at WMP – the
background context that underpins our DExDs. We then
introduce the DExDs generated through this application
domain, identifying key strategies used in their implemen-
tation. Some space is then devoted to describing the family of
re-designs that were critiqued and developed through these
documents – that we generate a set of re-designs that relate
to complex and specific tasks, rather than a single solution,
is indicative of the rich engagement effected though DExDs,
and thus evidence of their success. The paper concludes
by reflecting on this – evaluating DExDs and the nature
of engagement that they enabled as well as speculating
on how DExDs might be extended more widely to applied
visualization design research.
2 BACKGROUND
The work presented in this paper forms part of a wide-
ranging multi-partner project developing a data analysis
system to support crime analysis: VALCRI. Through the
project, we had previously engaged front-line analysts at
WMP in designing new visualization techniques for sup-
porting crime pattern analysis, the visualization outcome of
which is documented in Beecham et al. [7]. The subject
of SPC charts and the requirement for a visualization re-
design was raised during discussions with crime analysts
during this initial work and the notion of DExDs emerged
as a candidate design solution in itself during our re-design
activity. We devote some space in this section to describing
SPC charts and their use by front-line analysts at WMP. This
context is necessary for justifying the re-designs presented
in Section 4, but also for characterising the sort of applied
visualization contexts to which DExDs might be targeted.
2.1 SPC charts for defining and studying exceptional
crime activity
Originating in engineering and manufacturing but now
used in a variety of domains [8], [9], [10], [11], SPC or
Shewhart charts [12], combine statistical theory and visual
methods to distinguish natural variation from that which is
more systematic. An example SPC chart appears in Figure 1.
The chart takes the form of a time-series marked with
a mean value of a process (a sequenced set of observa-
tions), with control limits marked at roughly three standard-
deviations from the mean. Observations that deviate from
the process mean but within the control limits represent
chance variation; observations outside the control limits rep-
resent signals that may warrant further exploration. Where
a run of signals occurs in a common direction, suggesting
some systematic change, a new process is defined.
SPC charts are used extensively by analysts at WMP to
make judgements about changes in local crime rates. In this
case the process is an expected range of recorded crimes
of some type in some area of interest and signals are an
observed crime rate or set of rates deemed exceptional to
this expected range. The distinctions that WMP make for
identifying breaches from expectation (signals and processes)
are presented in Table 1. These exceptions can to an ex-
tent be ordered, but they can also be categorically distinct.
Two successive observations > 2 standard deviations (SD)
from the process mean might represent an extreme event
explained by some temporary set of circumstances; whereas
a sequence of three/four observations with an effect size
> 1.5 SD may represent a more persistent challenge. In
either case, these definitions are intended to provide alerts
for analysts to explore further. Note that when eight or more
points exceed the current mean in a single direction, the
chart is deemed out-of-process and a new range is defined.
That SPC charts implicitly support statistical judgements
makes the technique persuasive. It is worth emphasising,
however, that SPC charts are essentially graphical represen-
tations of multiple statistical tests. It is typical at WMP for
a large number of charts to be viewed for different crime
types and reporting areas, but analysed simultaneously.
The signals displayed in SPC charts are agnostic to this fact:
no adjustment is made in their visual design for multiple
testing, although adopting standard corrections such as Bon-
ferroni may be problematic (too conservative) for this use
case in which a very large number of charts are scanned for
comparison simultaneously (c.f. [13]).
2.2 Use of SPC charts at West Midlands Police
Through a series of data analysis workshops (see Section
2.3), we identified three high-level task categories funda-
mental to WMP’s use of SPC charts:
T1 Speculative exploration – a data-driven task where
analysts openly search for patterns with no pre-
specified strategy and time to go into detail;
T2 Morning scanning – a time-critical scan task in
which analysts search for current issues and changes
in the priority areas to which they are assigned and
seek explanations prior to a morning briefing;
T3 Presentation to management – high-level conclu-
sions and analysis headlines, with evidence pre-
sented in a manner familiar to senior managers
Existing practice at WMP involves analysts generating
SPC charts by crime type for the WMP Force area as a
whole, split by 174 Reporting Areas (RA – the highest
resolution area for which crime data are released) and by
eight Neighbourhood Policing Units (NPUs) into which RAs
are aggregated. After eyeballing the resulting graphical out-
put, analysts internally organise charts according to signal
3severity and patterns of signal and process history. The aim
is to build an area-level picture of current crime activity (T1,
T3), identify priorities for follow-up analysis (T2) and to
make informed estimates as to the (immediate) future (T3).
Crucially here, SPC charts are not solely used to observe
relative differences in volume of crimes, but in evaluating
numerous Key Performance Indicators within the Force.
For example, an increasingly important measure evaluated
through SPC methods is police response times – the time
that elapsed between an incident being reported and police
officers arriving at the scene. Reports and briefing notes
used in justifying the deployment of resources are based
on signals derived from SPC charts. As such, the graphics
under consideration, and their interpretation, are used on a
daily basis to inform local policing policy.
TABLE 1: Categories of signal that mandate further analysis
(WMP guidelines).
duration effect size
from process mean µ
good
+ve effect
bad
-ve effect
1 data point more than 3SD from µ 5 5
2 data points more than 2SD from µ  
3/4 data points more than 1.5SD from µ N N
8 data points in one direction of µ   
2.3 Re-design of SPC charts for West Midlands Police
The process of organising hundreds of SPC charts is cogni-
tively demanding, especially so as the tool currently used by
analysts at WMP provides limited higher-level overviews
or user-specified orderings of charts. The identification of
spatial patterns in signals is particularly challenging. Pre-
sented with an ensemble of SPC charts over 174 areas
(RAs), analysts demonstrate considerable skill in reading
area names from SPC charts that are alphabetically ordered,
recalling the administrative geography of the wider police
force area and relating charts exhibiting signals to this
imagined geography. Comparison of SPC charts within their
spatial setting is, then, a key priority for visualization re-
design – according to a Higher Analyst at WMP, the lack of
effective spatial comparison is “where the current technology
falls down”.
Given this, the key Analysis Requirement (AR) that our
re-design of SPC charts must support, and relevant to all
three task categories, is:
AR1 Spatial – allow analysis of the spatial structure in the
signals detected (T1, T2, T3)
Further analysis requirements, established through work-
shops and observations with analysts at WMP during site
visits (see Section 2.4), relate to the temporal analysis of
signals, distinguishing signal effect size and comparison by
crime category:
AR2 Temporal – supporting historical analysis of signals
and changes in process (T1, T2);
AR3 Multi-perspective – directly encoding the size, his-
tory and duration of signal effect in their spatial and
temporal contexts (T1, T2);
AR4 Thematic – enabling comparison across crime types
and other eminent categories of analysis (T1,T2);
AR5 Interactive – providing opportunities for interactive
exploration of signal sensitivity (T1);
AR6 Multi-scale – displaying RAs and NPUs concur-
rently (T1,T2,T3)
2.4 Collaboration sessions with West Midlands Police
We scheduled workshops with four WMP front-line analysts
who work with SPC charts on a regular basis – one ‘Higher
Analyst’ (HA) and three ‘Performance Analysts’ (PA). Three
face-to-face meetings were held at WMP in Birmingham
in September 2016, January 2017 and March 2017 (Table 2)
during which the analysts described how they understood
the technique, how and when it was used in practice, and
the criteria and level of evidence required for decisions to be
made. During the first session, analysts demonstrated exist-
ing workflows in some detail. This enabled us to establish
and refine tasks and gain initial feedback on some design
ideas as data sketches [1] developed. The aim here was to
present our initial design ideas and ensure we were on track,
while giving the analysts agency by encouraging critique
and feedback. Meeting four was a teleconference where
further feedback was received on re-designs and again new
requirements formed.
The Higher Analyst participated in all four meetings,
each Performance Analyst participated in or provided feed-
back for at least two. Tasks and analysis requirements for
SPC charts were developed through the face-to-face sessions
and e-mail in light of knowledge acquired through the wider
project. Engagement and evaluation through DExDs took
place in parallel to this more formal activity.
TABLE 2: Summary of meetings with WMP.
date place persons theme - outcome
15.09.16 WMP HA, PA
SPC as used by WMP -
Task definitions and requirements
05.01.17 WMP HA, PA
SPC as used by WMP -
Refine requirements
07.03.17 WMP HA, PA, PA
Demo re-designs -
New requirements given re-design
28.03.17 Call HA, PA
Feedback re-designs -
New requirements given re-design
3 DESIGN EXPOSITION DOCUMENTS (DEXDS)
Having provided details of the applied visualization project
under which our DExDs were conceived, in this section we
detail the DExDs themselves, identifying their key function
and the strategies used in their implementation.
3.1 DExDs for facilitating Design Exposition
In their work on literate visualization, Wood et al. [14] make
the case for design exposition – the process of communicating
the design choices that lead to a design candidate – as
a mechanism for improving visualization practice. They
cite notebook environments such as JupyterLab [15], R-
Markdown [16] and Observable [17] as playing an impor-
tant role in fostering such design communication. Since
this work, other means of closely linking visualization and
analytic or design commentary have emerged (e.g. [18], [19])
and the importance of doing so in large scale visualiza-
tion development projects has been established [20]. DExDs
4 DExD for Statistical Process Control
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A Standard SPC chart and some alternative ways of mapping geography
This Design Exposition Document is intended to explain some options for visualizing the
crime data that we are focusing on and to give you a chance to try our ideas in your own
workplace at your own pace and at a time that suits you. We'd like you to try the designs
out, interact with them and provide us with some feedback on their potential.
We begin by describing the design process for furthering the work on statistical process
control (SPC).
SPC is used to identify signals (both positive and negative) in data by comparing individual
data points against the mean and variance of the whole data (or an individual process). It is
commonly used in policing and represented through an SPC chart such as this:
Play a little with the graph. Try removing some points. Try clicking positions in the graph
to split processes. Consider the effects of these actions.
Has this helped you think of the sensitivities of SPC analysis to the time periods selected and
extreme events?
Record your thoughts.
One way in which we can potentially expand SPC is by thinking about these processes and
any signals that we detect in terms of their geography: 
Where do they occur? 
Do they cluster? 
Do we have different types of signal and process in different places?
Here is a standard map of the West Midlands that might form the basis for this analysis.
Each region represents a neighbourhood for which monthly crime statistics are available.
Rather than simply shade the regions in a single colour, we could, for example, use a
discrete colour scale to differentiate neighbourhoods based on the larger neighbourhood
policing units (NPU) into which they fall. This is known as a choropleth map.
Another option is to colour each neighbourhood by a continuous value, such as population.
This emphasises the fact that small, densely populated regions lack visual salience (i.e., they
occupy very little screen space). Take, for example, Bordesley Green, which has a much
higher population than Meriden, but takes up much less screen space.
A standard SPC chart. This chart shows all crimes
committed in the West Midlands, aggregated by month.
Select individual data points to treat them as outliers and
remove them from the analysis.
Create process markers by clicking on the graph.
Click this button  to toggle automatic process detection.
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A map of the West Midlands. Hover over a
neighbourhood to see additional information.
A choropleth map of the West Midlands.
Individual neighbourhoods are coloured based on their
NPU.
Hover over a neighbourhood to see additional
information.
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Representing Signals Geographically
Click here to go homeClick here to go homeli     li     c ere t e
We have used colour to represent a quantity (the population of an area) a characteristic of a
place (the NPU). Here we use colour to show signals that occur at the most recent data
point in our temporal sequence of crime data - which we will refer to as 'today'.
In the first visualisation below, we use a simple mapping to start with - red is any signal
over the mean and blue is any signal under the mean. The data span from January 2011 to
December 2016 and 'today' is currently set to 1st May 2015.
You can move the date backward  and forward  one month at a time using these grey
buttons.
We have also added some buttons at the bottom right that will persist as you scroll.
We can add information about the type of signal that occurred 'today' by varying the shape
of symbols in the reporting areas in which signals occur.
Click the tiles in the tile map to see the SPC chart for any neighbourhood. Remember to
use the backward  and forward  buttons to change the month that we consider to be
'today'.
Can you relate the symbols on the map to the signals detected 'today' through the SPC chart?
Can you find any geographic clusters?
Let's compare these methods, and the extent to which they are useful, in maps of different
sizes. The fist graphic remains more clear when rendered at a smaller size when compared to
the icon version. This is demonstrated in the visualisations below. The colouring on the
right is visible at the second smallest size, whereas the icons only remain clear until the third
smallest size. However, neither are clear at the smallest size.
This demonstrates how different methods of representing signals can be used depending on
the size of the visualisation, something we will discuss later on when we wish to show many
maps simultaneously.
We can also use a simple mark to represent signals. Here we use a horizontal line to signify
no signal, and a line tilted up (positive) or down (negative) to signify a signal. We reinforce
this with colour. One way in which we can take advantage of this approach is to remove the
underlying map and show only the marks.
Click the horizontal and angled lines in the map - try some coloured angled lines and some flat
horizontal ones.
Can you relate these angled lines to the signals detected 'today' through the SPC chart?
Rather than representing a discreet value with the angle, perhaps we can convey further
information by using line angles for numeric information such as difference between most
recent data point and its predecessor. This continuous mapping allows us to see some subtle
A tile map showing whether a signal has been triggered in
a neighbourhood. Click on a neighbourhood to see its
SPC chart.
The date is 1st May 2015.
A tile map showing the type of signal that has been
triggered in a neighbourhood.
The date is 1st May 2015.
Brierley Hill, Dudley
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Using colour (left), and colour and shape (right) to show
information about signals in each reporting area in maps of
different sizes. While the icons in the maps on the right
convey more information, it's hard to detect the colours
from the varied shapes, and difficult to discern the shapes
in maps of smaller size.
Here we represent each region purely as a line.
We use a discrete mapping for angle - a small angle
represents eight over the mean, whereas a large angle
represents one over three SD.
The date is 1st May 2015.
backward forward Today is 1st May 2015
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information about signals in each reporting area in maps of
different sizes. While the icons in the maps on the right
convey more information, it's hard to detect the colours
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in maps of smaller size.
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represents eight over the mean, whereas a large angle
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The date is 1st May 2015.
backward forward Today is 1st May 2015
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We can also use a simple mark to represent signals. Here we use a horizontal line to signify
no signal, and a line tilted up (positive) or down (negative) to signify a signal. We reinforce
this with colour. One way in which we can take advantage of this approach is to remove the
underlying map and show only the marks.
Click the horizontal and angled lines in the map - try some coloured angled lines and some flat
horizontal ones.
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SPC chart.
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Using colour (left), and colour and shape (right) to show
information about signals in each reporting area in maps of
different sizes. While the icons in the maps on the right
convey more information, it's hard to detect the colours
from the varied shapes, and difficult to discern the shapes
in maps of smaller size.
Here we represent each region purely as a line.
We use a discrete mapping for angle - a small angle
represents eight over the mean, whereas a large angle
represents one over three SD.
The date is 1st May 2015.
backward forward Today is 1st May 2015
positions, but this comes at the cost of size (i.e. more gaps and smaller, less salient,
neighbourhoods).
As an aside, this type of colouring might be useful in the background of some other
visualisation (such as icons representing a signal), so we've implemented a slider bar to
control the opacity.
How faint can you make the visualisation such that you can still determine the NPUs?
Placing the three visualisation side-by-side allows us to make a direct comparison between
the trade-offs we aree making between geography, salience and consistency of shape. At this
size, you can see the regions in the two left-most views are larger and easier to see than the
tile map. We've placed the original geography above for comparison.
If we colour by NPU again, we would argue that the tile map is the best regarding both
clarity (seeing each neighbourhood easily), geographic familiarity (distance of the
neighbourhood from its geographic position and its neighbours) and overall layout.
Finally, we can think about evenly-sized geography, but with a focus on NPUs. Below is an
arrangement of NPUs such that they are positioned in relation to the original geography.
Inside each NPU, we then arrange the neighbourhoods in naighboruhood tile maps using
the same algorithm as above. This means that each NPU more closely resembles its original
geography, but the West Midlands as a whole does not. The disadvantage of this is that is
reinforces these 'soft' boundaries between neighbourhoods. While one might report on a
particular NPU, this does not mean that a spatial association does not exist in nearby
neighbourhoods that are assigned to different NPUs. Therefore, the continuous geographic
representations of the West Midlands, such as the tile map, are likely to be preferable to the
NPU-divided geography presented below even though they contain irregularities and
disciontinuities as we have seen.
The NPU arrangement is ad-hoc and can be modified.
Rearrange the NPUs below by dragging them around.
Can you find a different configuration that works well?
If so, please can you capture and send a screenshot of your arrangement?
In summary, there is a case for partial geographic layouts as a means of presenting
geographic summaries of neighbourhood data, even though they may be unfamiliar and
lack geographic precision. But we are interested to hear your views on this:
Does this step away from traditional representations work for you?
Of the two (space-filling tree map and tile map), which would you say you were most comfortable
with?
Do you prefer the continuous geography used in the tile map, or the NPU-focused approach in which
you rearranged the positions of the NPUs?
That's all on our introduction to SPC Charts and Alternative Geographies.
Next we'd like to think about how these maps can be used in conjunction with SPC for
Representing Signals GeographicallyRepresenting Signals Geographica lyi  i l  i lli  i l  i le rese t a s e ra ca .
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positions, but this comes at the cost of size (i.e. more gaps and smaller, less salient,
neighbourhoods).
As an aside, this type of colouring might be useful in the background of some other
visualisation (such as icons representing a signal), so we've implemented a slider bar to
control the opacity.
How faint can you make the visualisation such that you can still determine the NPUs?
Placing the three visualisation side-by-side allows us to make a direct co parison between
the trade-offs we aree making between geography, salience and consistency of shape. At this
size, you can see the regions in the two left-most views are larger and easier to see than the
tile map. We've placed the original geography above for comparison.
If we colour by NPU again, we would argue that the tile map is the best regarding both
clarity (seeing each neighbourhood easily), geographic familiarity (distance of the
neighbourhood from its geographic position and its neighbours) and overall layout.
Finally, we can think about evenly-sized geography, but with a focus on NPUs. Below is an
arrangement of NPUs such that they are positioned in relation to the original geography.
Inside each NPU, we then arrange the neighbourhoods in aighboru ood tile maps using
the same algorithm as above. This means that each NPU more closely resembles its original
geography, but the West Midlands as a whole does not. The disadvantage of this is that is
reinforces these 'soft' boundaries between neighbourhoods. While one might report on a
particular NPU, this does not mean that a spatial association does not exist in nearby
neighbourhoods that are assigned to different NPUs. Therefore, the continuous geographic
representations of the West Midlands, such as the tile map, are likely to be preferable to the
NPU-divided geography presented below even though they contain irregularities and
disciontinuities as we have seen.
The NPU arrangement is ad-hoc and can be modified.
Rearrange the NPUs below by dragging them around.
Can you find a different configuration that works well?
If so, please can you capture and send a screenshot of your arrangement?
In summary, there is a case for partial geographic layouts as a means of presenting
geographic summaries of neighbourhood data, even though they may be unfamiliar and
lack geographic precision. But we are interested to hear your views on this:
Does this step away from traditional representations work for you?
Of the two (space-filling tree map and tile map), which would you say you were most comfortable
with?
Do you prefer the continuous geography used in the tile map, or the NPU-focused approach in which
you rearranged the positions of the NPUs?
That's all on our introduction to SPC Charts and Alternative Geographies.
Next we'd like to think about how these maps can be used in conjunction with SPC for
Representing Signals GeographicallyRepresenting Signals Geographica lyi  i l  i lli  i l  i le rese t a s e ra ca .
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positions, but this comes at the cost of size (i.e. more gaps and smaller, less salient,
neighbourhoods).
As an aside, this type of colouring might be useful in the background of some other
visualisation (such as icons representing a signal), so we've implemented a slider bar to
control the opacity.
How faint can you make the visualisation such that you can still determine the NPUs?
Placing the three visualisation side-by-side allows us to make a direct comparison between
the trade-offs we aree making between geography, salience and consistency of shape. At this
size, you can see the regions in the two left-most views are larger and easier to see than the
tile map. We've placed the original geography above for comparison.
If we colour by NPU a ai , we would argue that the tile map is th best regarding both
clarity (seeing each neighbourhood easily), geographic familiarity (distance of t e
neighbourhood from its geographic position and its neighbours) and overall layout.
Finally, we can think about evenly-sized geography, but with a focus on NPUs. Below is an
arrangement of NPUs such that they are positioned in relation to the original geography.
Inside each NPU, we then arrange the neighbourhoods in naighboruhood tile maps using
the same algorithm as above. This means that each NPU more closely resembles its original
geography, but the West Midl nds as a wh le do s not. The disadvantage of this is that is
reinforces these 'soft' boundaries between neighbourhoods. While one might report on a
particular NPU, this does not mean that a spatial association do s not exist in nearby
neighbourhoods that are assigned to different NPUs. T eref re, the continuous geographic
representations of the West Midlands, such as the tile map, are likely to be preferable to the
NPU-divided geography presented below even though they contain irregularities and
disciontinuities as we have seen.
The NPU arrangement is ad-hoc and can be modified.
Rearrange the NPUs below by dragging them around.
Can you find a different configuration that works well?
If so, please can you capture and send a screenshot of your arrangement?
In summary, there is a case for partial geographic layouts as a means of presenting
geographic summaries of neighbourhood data, even though they may be unfamiliar and
lack geographic precision. But we are interested to hear your views on this:
Does this step away from traditional representations work for you?
Of the two (space-filling tree map and tile map), which would you say you were most comfortable
with?
Do you prefer the continuous geography used in the tile map, or the NPU-focused approach in which
you rearranged the positions of the NPUs?
That's all on our introduction to SPC Charts and Alternative Geographies.
Next we'd like to think about how these maps can be used in conjunction with SPC for
Representing Signals GeographicallyRepresenting Signals Geographica lyi  i l  i lli  i l  i le rese t a s e ra ca .
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positions, but this comes at the cost of size (i.e. more gaps and smaller, less salient,
neighbourhoods).
As an aside, this type of colouring might be useful in the background of some other
visualisation (such as icons representing a signal), so we've implemented a slider bar to
control the opacity.
How faint can you make the visualisation such that you can still determine the NPUs?
Placing the three visualisation side-by-side allows us to make a direct comparison between
the trade-offs we aree making between geography, salience and consistency of shape. At this
size, you can see the regions in the two left-most views are larger and easier to see than the
tile map. We've placed the original geography above for comparison.
If we colour by NPU again, we would argue that the tile map is the best regarding both
clarity (seeing each neighbourhood easily), geographic familiarity (distance of the
neighbourhood from its geographic position and its n ighbours) and overall layout.
Finally, we can think about evenly-sized geography, but with a focus on NPUs. Below is an
arrangement of NPUs such that they are positioned in relation to the original geography.
Inside each NPU, we then arrange the neighbourhoods in naighboruhood tile maps using
the same algorithm as above. This means that each NPU more closely resembles its original
geography, but the W st Midlands as a whole does not. The disadvantage of this is that is
reinforces these 'soft' boundaries between neighbour oods. While one might report n a
particular NPU, this does not mean that a spatial association does not exist in nearby
neighbourhoods that are assigned to different NPUs. Therefore, the continuous geographic
representations of the West Midlands, such as t e tile map, ar  likely to be preferable to th
NPU-divided geography presented below even though they contain irregularities and
disciontinuities as we have seen.
The NPU arrangement is ad-hoc a d can be modified.
Rearrange the NPUs below by dragging them around.
Can you find a different configuration that works w ll?
If so, please can you capture and send a screenshot of your arrangement?
In summary, there is a case for partial geographic layouts as a means of presenting
geographic summari s of neighbourhood data, even though the  may be unfamiliar and
lack geographic precision. But we are interested to hear your views on this:
Does this step away from traditional representations work for you?
Of the two (space-filling tree map and tile map), which would you say you were most comfortable
with?
Do you prefer the continuous geography used in the tile map, or the NPU-focused approach in which
you rearranged the positions of the NPUs?
That's all on our introduction to SPC Charts and Alternative Geographies.
Next we'd like to think about how these maps can be used in conjunction with SPC for
Representing Signals GeographicallyRepresenting Signals Geographica lyi  i l  i lli  i l  i le rese t a s e ra ca .
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positions, but this comes at the cost of size (i.e. more gaps and smaller, less salient,
neighbourhoods).
As an aside, this type of colouring might be useful in the background of some other
visualisation (such as icons representing a signal), so we've implemented a slider bar to
control the opacity.
How faint can you make the visualisation such that you can still determine the NPUs?
Placing the three visualisation side-by-side allows us to make a direct comparison between
the trade-offs we aree aking between geography, salience and consistency of shape. At this
siz , you can see the regions in the two left-most views are larger and easier to see than the
tile map. We've placed the original geography above for comparison.
If we colour by NPU again, we would argue that the tile map is the best regarding both
clarity (seeing each neighbourhood easily), geographic familiarity (distance of the
neighbourhood from its geographic position and its neighbours) and overall layout.
Finally, we can think about evenly-sized geography, but with a focus on NPUs. Below is an
arrangement f NPUs such that they are positioned in relation to the original geography.
Inside each NPU, we then arrange the neighbourhoods in naighboruhood tile maps using
the same algorithm as above. This means that each NPU more closely resembles its original
geography, but the West Midlands as a whole does not. The disadvantage of this is that is
reinforces these 'soft' boundaries between neighbourhoods. While one might report o  a
particular NPU, this does not mean that a spatial association does not exist in nearby
neighbourhoods that are assigned to different NPUs. Therefore, the continuous geographic
representations of the West Midlands, such as the tile map, are likely to be preferable to the
NPU-divided geography presented below even though they contain irregularities and
disciontinuities as we have seen.
The NPU arrangement is ad-hoc and can be modifi d.
Rearrange the NPUs below by dragging them around.
Can you find a different configuration that works well?
If so, please can you capture and send a screenshot of your arrangement?
In summary, there is a case for partial geographic layouts as a means of presenting
geographic summaries of neighbourhood data, even though they may be unfamiliar and
lack geographic precision. But we are interested to hear your views on this:
Does this step away from traditional representations work for you?
Of the two (space-filling tree map and tile map), which would you say you were most comfortable
with?
Do you prefer the continuous geography used in the tile map, or the NPU-focused approach in which
you rearranged the positions of the NPUs?
That's all on our introduction to SPC Charts and Alternative Geographies.
Next we'd like to think about how these maps can be used in conjunction with SPC for
Representing Signals GeographicallyRepresenting Signals Geographica lyi  i l  i lli  i l  i le rese t a s e ra ca .
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Does this step away from tradition l 
representations work for you?
positions, but this comes at the cost of size (i.e. more gaps and smaller, less salient,
neighbourhoods).
As an aside, this type of colouring might be useful in the background of some o her
visualisation (such as icons representing a signal), so we've implemented a slider bar to
control the opacity.
How faint can you make the visualisation such that you can still determine the NPUs?
Placing the three visualisation side-by-side allows us to make a direct comparison between
the trade-offs we aree making between geography, salience and consistency of shape. At this
size, you can see the regions in the two left-most views are larger and easier to see than the
tile map. We've placed th  original geography above for comparison.
If we colour by NPU again, we would argue t at the tile map is the best regarding both
clarity (seeing each nei hbourhood easily), geographic familiarity (distance of the
neighbourhood from its geographic position and its neighbours) and overall layout.
Finally, we can think about evenly-size  geography, but with a focus on NPUs. Below is an
arrangement of NPUs such that they are positioned in relation to the original geography.
Inside each NPU, we then arrange the neighbourhoods in naighboruhood tile maps using
the same algorithm as above. This means that each NPU more closely resembles its original
geography, but the West Midlands as a whole does not. The disadvantage of this is that is
reinforces these 'soft' boundaries between neighbourhoods. While one might report on a
particular NPU, this does not mean that a spatial association does not exist in nearby
eighbourhoods that are assigned to different NPUs. Therefore, the continuous geographic
representations of the Wes  Midlands, such as the tile map, are lik ly to be p eferable to the
NPU-divided geography presented below even though they contain irregularities and
disciontinuiti s as we h ve seen.
The NPU arrangement is ad-hoc and can be modified.
Rearrange the NPUs below by dragging them around.
Can you find a different configuration that works well?
If so, please can you capture and send a screenshot of your arrangement?
In summary, there is a case for partial geographic layouts as a means of presenting
geographic summaries of neighbourhood data, even though they ma  be unfamiliar and
lack geographic precision. But we are interested to hear your views on this:
Does this step away from traditional representations work for you?
Of the two (space-filling tree map and tile map), which would you say you were most comfortable
with?
Do you prefer the continuous geography used in the tile map, or the NPU-focused approach in which
you rearranged the positions of the NPUs?
That's all on our introduction to SPC Charts and Alternative Geographies.
Next we'd like to think about how these maps can be used in conjunction with SPC for
Representing Signals GeographicallyRepresenting Signals Geographica lyi  i l  i lli  i l  i le rese t a s e ra ca .
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Rearrange the NPUs by dragging them around.
Can you find a configuration
that works well?
If so, capture a screenshot
of your arrangement.
spc chart with single process
This chart shows all 
crimes reported in 
the West Midlands
by month.
Click 
this b tton 
to toggle process 
detection.
Play a little with the graph.
Try removing some points.
Click in the graph to split processes.
Consider th  effects of thes  actions.
H s this helped you consider the 
sensi ivities of SPC analysis
to the time periods sel cted?
Representing Signals Geographically
Click here to go homeClick here to go homeli     li     c ere t e
We have used colour to represent a quantity (the population of an area) a
characteristic of a place (the NPU). Here we use colour to show signals that
occur at the most recent data point in our temporal sequence of crime data -
which we will refer to as 'today'.
In the first visualisation below, we use a simple mapping to start with - red is
any signal over the mean and blue is any signal under the mean. The data span
from January 2011 to December 2016 and 'today' is currently set to 1st May
2015.
You can move the date backward  and forward  one month at a time using
these grey buttons.
We have also added some buttons at the bottom right that will persist as you
scroll.
We can add information about the type of signal that occurred 'today' by
varying the shape of symbols in the reporting areas in which signals occur.
Click the tiles in the tile map to see the SPC chart for any neighbourhood.
Remember to use the backward  and forward  buttons to change the month
that we consider to be 'today'.
Can you relate the symbols on the map to the signals detected 'today' through the SPC
chart?
Can you find any geographic clusters?
Let's compare these methods, and the extent to which they are useful, in maps
of different sizes. The fist graphic remains more clear when rendered at a
smaller size when compared to the icon version. This is demonstrated in the
visualisations below. The colouring on the right is visible at the second smallest
size, whereas the icons only remain clear until the third smallest size. However,
neither are clear at the smallest size.
This demonstrates how different methods of representing signals can be used
depending on the size of the visualisation, something we will discuss later on
when we wish to show many maps simultaneously.
We can also use a simple mark to represent signals. Here we use a horizontal
line to signify no signal, and a line tilted up (positive) or down (negative) to
signify a signal. We reinforce this with colour. One way in which we can take
advantage of this approach is to remove the underlying map and show only the
marks.
Click the horizontal and angled lines in the map - try some coloured angled lines and
some flat horizontal ones.
Can you relate these angled lines to the signals detected 'today' through the SPC chart?
Rather than representing a discreet value with the angle, perhaps we can
convey further information by using line angles for numeric information such
as difference between most recent data point and its predecessor. This
continuous mapping allows us to see some subtle differences between regions
that share the same signal. We can use this mark to further convey information
for all neighbourhoods. If there is no signal, then we can show the difference
between the value of the latest data point and the process mean. This allows the
opportunity to see unexpected patterns in the data. Although for any
neighbourhood without a signal, this could be considered noise caused by
random fluctuations.
We can add more information to the geographic representation of SPC (or
SPC map) by representing the number of data points that exceed an defined
signal length as the thickness of the line. So the line appears thicker if, for
example, we have a sequence of nine months with reported crime levels above
the mean (8 for the signal + 1 extra), or two months with levels over three
standard deviations (1 for the signal + 1 extra). This allows us to see signals that
continue to exhibit persistent negative or positive behaviour -- those that have
not yet been addressed.
So far we have only visualised a signal that occurred 'today', but what if we
want to show some historical aspect or trends in the data? We could use the
regular spaces provided by our tile map to show tiny simplified SPC charts in
each square. Showing all of the detail of the SPC charts is likely to make them
difficult to read, so we need to develop designs that abstract the key
information and make this readable on our tiles. We propose a 'trend grid' as an
aggregated method of showing all of the signals in a chart in their geographic
setting. We divide the time points into five bins (columns). If a signal is
detected in a bin then a small box is drawn in that column. Its row is
determined by the type of signal. Signals under the mean are drawn in the
bottom half in blue, and signals above are drawn in the top half in red. The
further away the signal is from the mean, the further away from the centre
point it is drawn. If a bin contains more than one type of signal then we see
multiple entries in one column.
Aligning signals vertically requires a lot of space and, therefore, leaves a lot of
unused space. Another approach, rather than a grid, is to have two channels
(positive and negative). We still bin the time points (our columns), but now we
use the height of the channel to show the most 'severe' signal (the one furthest
away from the mean), and use opacity to show when multiple signal types exist
in a single column. Currently, each channel occupies half of a grid square, but
we can reduce that - something that will become useful later on when we show
multiple visualisations in the same grid square.
This concludes our look at design ideas for Representing SignalsRepresenting Signalsi  i li  i le rese t a s
GeographicallyGeographica lyi lli le ra ca .
On the next page we will consider design options for Summarising ProcessesSummarising Proce sesi i  i i  ar s r cesses
GeographicallyGeographica lyi lli le ra ca .
A tile map showing whether a signal has been
triggered in a neighbourhood. Click on a
neighbourhood to see its SPC chart.
The date is 1st May 2015.
A tile map showing the type of signal that has
been triggered in a neighbourhood.
The date is 1st May 2015.
Using colour (left), and colour and shape (right) to
show information about signals in each reporting
area in maps of different sizes. While the icons in
the maps on the right convey more information,
it's hard to detect the colours from the varied
shapes, and difficult to discern the shapes in maps
of smaller size.
Here we represent each region purely as a line.
We use a discrete mapping for angle - a small
angle represents eight over the mean, whereas a
large angle represents one over three SD.
The date is 1st May 2015.
Here angle represents the difference between the
process mean and the mean of the signal. For
neighbourhoods without a signal, the angle
represents the difference between the value of the
latest data point and the process mean.
The date is 1st May 2015.
The same chart as above but with the addition of
representing the number of points exceeding the
sequence required to trigger the detected signal as
line thickness.
The date is 1st May 2015.
A tile map of trend grids showing an aggregated
view of all signals over time, in their spatial
setting.
The date is 1st May 2015.
A tile map of trend channels showing an
aggregated view of all signals over time, in their
spatial setting.
The date is 1st May 2015.
backward forward Today is 1st May 2015
Representing Signals Geographically
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We have used colour to represent a quantity (the population of an area) a
characteristic of a place (the NPU). Here we use colour to show signals that
occur at the most recent data point in our temporal sequence of crime data -
which we will refer to as 'today'.
In the first visualisation below, we use a simple mapping to start with - red is
any signal over the mean and blue is any signal under the mean. The data span
from January 2011 to December 2016 and 'today' is currently set to 1st May
2015.
You can move the date backward  and forward  one month at a time using
these grey buttons.
We have also added some buttons at the bottom right that will persist as you
scroll.
We can add information about the type of signal that occurred 'today' by
varying the shape of symbols in the reporting areas in which signals occur.
Click the tiles in the tile map to see the SPC chart for any neighbourhood.
Remember to use the backward  and forward  buttons to change the month
that we consider to be 'today'.
Can you relate the symbols on the map to the signals detected 'today' through the SPC
chart?
Can you find any geographic clust rs?
Let's compare these methods, and the extent to which they are useful, in maps
of different sizes. The fist graphic remains more clear when rendered at a
smaller size when compared to the icon version. This is demonstrated in the
visualisations below. The colouring on the right is visible at the second smallest
size, whereas the icons only remain clear until the third smallest size. However,
neither are clear at the smallest size.
This demonstrates how different m thods of representing signals can be used
depending on the size of the visualisation, something we will discuss later on
when we wish to show many maps simultaneously.
We can also use a simple mark to represent si nals. Here we use a horizontal
line to signify no signal, and a line ilted up (p sitive) or down (negative) to
signify a signal. We reinforce this with colour. One way in which we c  tak
adv nt ge of this appr ach is to remove the underlyin  map and show only the
marks.
Click the horizontal and angled lines in the map - try some coloured angled lines and
some flat horizontal ones.
Can you relate these angled lines to the signals detected 'today' through the SPC chart?
Rather than representing a discreet value with the angle, perhaps we can
convey further information by using line angles for num ric information such
as difference between most recent data point and its predecessor. This
continuous mapping allows us to see some subtle differences between regions
that share the same signal. We can use this mark to fu ther convey information
for all neighbourhoods. If there is no signal, then we can show the difference
between the value of the latest data point and the process mean. This allows the
opportunity to see unexpected patterns in the data. Although for any
neighbourhood without a signal, this could be considered noise caused by
random fluctuations.
We can add more information to the geographic representation of SPC (or
SPC map) by r presenting the number of data points th t exceed an defined
signal length as the thickness of the line. So the line appears thicker if, for
example, we have a sequence of nine months with reported crime levels above
the mean (8 for the signal + 1 extra), or two months with levels over three
standard deviations (1 for the signal + 1 extra). This allows us to see signals that
continue to exhibit persistent negative or positive behaviour -- those that have
not yet been addressed.
So far we have only visualised a signal that occurred 'today', but what if we
want to show some historical aspect or trends in the data? We could use the
regular spaces provided by our tile map to show tiny si plified SPC charts in
each square. Showing all f the de ail of the SPC charts is likely to make them
difficult to read, so we need to develop designs that abstract the key
information and make this readable on our tiles. We propose a 'trend grid' as an
aggregated method of showing all of the signals in a chart in their geographic
setting. We divide the time points into five bins (columns). If a signal is
detected in a bin then a small box is drawn in that column. Its row is
determined by the type of signal. Signals under the mean are drawn in the
bottom half in blue, and signals above are drawn in the top half in red. The
further away the signal is from the mean, the further away from the centre
point it is drawn. If a bin contains more than one type of signal t en we see
multiple entries in one column.
Aligning signals vertically requires a lot of space and, therefore, leaves a lot of
unused space. Another approach, rather than a grid, is to have two channels
(positive and negative). We still bin the time points (our columns), but now we
use the height of the channel to show the most 'severe' signal (the one furthest
away from the mean), and use opacity to show when multiple signal types exist
in a single column. Currently, each channel occupies half of a grid square, but
we can reduce that - something that will become useful later on when we show
multiple visualisations in the same grid square.
This concludes our look at design ideas for Representing SignalsRepresenting Signalsi  i li  i le rese t a s
GeographicallyGeographica lyi lli le ra ca .
On the next page we will consider design options for Summarising ProcessesSummarising Proce sesi i  i i  ar s r cesses
GeographicallyGeographica lyi lli le ra ca .
A tile map showing whether a signal has been
triggered in a neighbour ood. Click on a
neighbourhood to see its SPC chart.
The date is 1st May 2015.
A tile map showing the type of signal that has
been triggered in a neighbourhood.
The date is 1st May 2015.
Using colour (left), and colour and shape (right) to
show information about signals in each reporting
ar a in m ps of differ nt sizes. While th  icons in
the maps on the right convey mo e information,
it's hard to detect the colours from the varied
shapes, and difficult to discern the shapes in maps
of smaller size.
Here we represent each region purely as a line.
We use a discrete mapping for angle - a small
angle represents eight over the mean, whereas a
large angle represents one over three SD.
The date is 1st May 2015.
Here angle represents the difference between the
process mean and the mean of the signal. For
neighbourhoods without a signal, the angle
represents the difference between the value of the
latest data point and the process mean.
The date is 1st May 2015.
The same chart as above but with the addition of
representing the number of points exceeding the
sequence required to trigger the detected signal as
line thickness.
The date is 1st May 2015.
A tile map of trend grids showing an aggregated
view of all signals over time, in their spatial
setting.
The date is 1st May 2015.
A tile map of trend channels showing an
aggregated view of all signals over time, in their
spatial setting.
The date is 1st May 2015.
backward forward Today is 1st May 2015
Summarising Pr cesses Geographically
Click here to go homeClick here to go homeli     li     c ere t e
So far, we have looked at signals, but information regarding the processes
themselves can affect how we should interpret the signal. For example, areas of
low crime can be more susceptible to false signals, whereas signals in high-
crime areas may require more attention. By displaying process information, we
can show the number of processes in the data, as well as the variability.
Below, each tile on our map contains a mini-SPC chart showing only the
processes as rectangles, centred on the mean, and with the height of the
rectangle sized by the control limits. This allows us to see the number of
processes and amount of variability within a neighbourhood. It does not,
however, allow us to make any comparisons between neighbourh ods.
We can further enhance this design by adding information and an encoding to
s  the mean of the processes. A vertical line between processes emphasizes
the change.
To enable us to compare proce ses across neighbourhoods, we can use a global
measure of variance. So now we can show how much variation exists between
the control limits and the mean. The disadvantage of this approach is that it
places greater emphasis on neighbourhoods with low crime levels.
Another way in which we can make comparisons between neighbourhoods is to
set each mini-SPC chart to have the same minimum and maximum values on
the y-axis. Not only can we now compare the amount of variability between
neighbourhoods, we can also see the amount of crime a neighbourhood has
compared to its neighbours. In contrast to the visualisation above, this method
now places greater emphasis on neighbourhoods with high crime.
Finally, rather than showing crime frequency, we can show crime rates based
on neighbourhood population. However, this places vgreat emphasis on city
centres, where resident population counts are low but daytime populartion is
high and so are crime levels. Therefore, without daytime and nighttime
population data, crime frequency may be a more informative measure to
visualise.
Now that we have es ablished that w '  g ing to look at crime frequency with
a global y-axis, we can think about reintroducing NPU boundary data. One
approach is to colour each process by its NPU, this way we can even remove
the background and leave a faint outline.
The issue with the above approach is that it reinforces 'artificial' NPU
boundaries, such that if a spatial association exists between neighbourhoods, the
colour may inhibit its detection if it occurs across multiple NPUs. To mitigate
this issue, we faintly colour the background by NPU. Using this method, the
processes still dominate the attention, but the NPU colouring acts as a passive
indicator.
Which of these two charts enables you to identify clusters of neighbourhoods in which
processes are varying meanigfully in either consistent or inconsistent ways?
Which enables you to do so while considering the NPUs?
This concludes our investigation into Summarising Processes GeographicallySummarising Proce ses Geographica lyi i   i lli i   i lar s r cesses e ra ca .
Our next step is to combine the signal and process information to create a rich
overview for each neighbourhood Combining Multiple RepresentationsCombining ultiple Representationsi i  l i l  ii i  l i l  it e e rese tat s.
A tile map showing the number of processes per
neighbourhood and their variation.
Each neighbourhood is scaled independently to
show local variation - local scaling.
Click on a neighbourhood to see its SPC chart.
A tile map showing the number of processes per
neighbourhood, the mean is also displayed.
Each neighbourhood is scaled independently to
show local variation - local scaling.
Click on a neighbourhood to see its SPC chart.
A tile map showing the number of processes per
neighbourhood.
Each neighbourhood is scaled consistently to allow
us to compare variation - global scaling for
comparison.
Click on a neighbourhood to see its SPC chart.
A tile map showing the number of processes per
neighbourhood.
Each neighbourhood uses a common vertical axis
so that we can compare the number of crimes
reported - global scaling for comparison.
Click on a neighbourhood to see its SPC chart.
A tile map showing the number of processes per
neighbourhood (based on crime rate) with the
vertical axis c nsisten  across all SPC charts.
We exclude the NEC and airport from the
analysis.
Click on a neighbourhood to see its SPC chart.
A tile map showing the number of processes per
neighbourhood with the y-axis globally aligned,
coloured by NPU.
Click n a neighbourhood to see its SPC chart.
A tile map showing the number of processes per
neighbourhood with the y-axis globally aligned,
a d with a backgro nd colour representing NPU.
Click on a neighbourhood to see its SPC chart.
Can you relate the symbols 
on the map  to the signals 
detected ‘today’ in the
SPC chart?
Fig. 2: Edited excerpts from our DExDs illustrating the four dial gue trategi s: xplain, expose, experiment, express.
represent ne cla s of this ac vity. They consist of a series
of interactive design stories for describing, exploring and
ev lua ing design candidates as a design process progresses.
As well as enumerating encoding options, the documents
su port their s lective c nfig rati n thr ugh interaction. A
key characteris ic of DExDs is that t embrace real data
analysis scenarios, wit an emphasis on documenting de-
sign ca d d t s us ng real data and in familiar contexts. We
have yet to find an example of such interactive documents
b i g used o rti ulat d sign ideas to domain experts
during the visualization design stage [20] of an applied
pr ject, where b th design rationale and new designs can
be communicated in a way that allows analysts to explore
alternativ s in th ir own time and a familiar setting. DExDs
can be con ider d as “ ew ools that allow designers to more
expressively prototype and test potential interactions” deemed
cruci l by Wa ny et al. [20] during a ly-stage design.
Our DExDs follow a d liberate tructure. First the default
encoding, in this case an SPC chart, is presente . Analysts
then reflect on the familiar graphic and the mea s thr ugh
which derived features are defined through i eraction. Re-
designs of increasing data density and visual complexity
are then explained and explored, wit selective c nt ol over
encoding options and emphases. These expose limitations
in the familiar graphic, provi e means for experim nting
with alt rnatives and sp cifically request responses so that
analysts can express opi io s a d prefe nces. The DExDs
created in this project are available online1, ith edited
excerpts in Figure 2. Designs were implemented si g th
d3 visualization ibrary [21], with web-based documents
created manually using HTML, CSS, and JavaScript.
3.2 Strategi s for implementing DExDs
We can abstract four strategies for developing dialogue
that are core to t e DExDs used to engage analysts at
WMP. Thes s ategies, described belo and demonstrated
in Figure 2, are used in mbination to support learning and
to encourage feedback.
EXPLAIN – Design exposition through order d n rrative
The documents follow a consistent order: starting with an
introductory graphic and building upon this with successive
1. Example DExDs - Interactive Design Exposition
https://rooch84.github.io/spc/
5design proposals. Designs are typically ordered according
to sophistication or ambition: from lower to higher infor-
mation density; from lower to higher design complexity;
from less to more emphasis on comparison; from less to
more novelty (familiar to unfamiliar). For example, our
first page begins with a familiar SPC chart and follows
with example re-designed (map) views that encode limited
summary information. We then gradually introduce more
detail and in so doing justify re-resigns, explore design
limitations and eventually discuss data-rich, visually com-
plex graphic composites. Ordering documents in this way
explains design decisions and the trade-offs associated with
visual design from a familiar starting point and helps justify
new, sometimes unfamiliar encodings. Readers scroll down
through pages, noting annotations, keys and instructions
to learn, experiment and respond as necessary. Ordering
also involves the sequencing of pages, as we develop more
sophisticated solutions and reinforce unfamiliar terms and
concepts, such as ‘visual salience’ in data graphics.
EXPOSE – Foster critique of existing approaches
DExDs follow a strategy of establishing the familiar (existing
encodings and workflow), and then exposing limitations
associated with these encodings and workflow through
explanation and interaction. In our case, this meant starting
with a default SPC chart and encouraging analysts to articu-
late data analysis questions – most often whether observed
patterns are consistent across crime type and location – and
then reflect on the effectiveness of existing designs given
these questions. Grounding critique in existing processes in
this way enables us to justify re-designs and also develop
dialogue around priorities, limits and scope.
EXPERIMENT – Require analysts to explore and evaluate
designs in their intended usage environment
DExDs are designed to be evidently interactive, with but-
tons explained and interleaved with text to promote interac-
tion. They include specific tasks – “Try to find Winson Green
and Selly Oak” – and allow very specific questions around
design choices to be posed. These are clearly differentiated
and styled in the DExDs. For example, interactions were
built into our DExDs to enable analysts to experiment with
specific design alternatives – sliders through which trans-
parency levels can be tested and geo-spatial arrangements
that can be re-configured through ‘drag&drop’. That DExDs
are web-based documents is crucial here: analysts can ex-
plore designs independently, from their own machines, in a
setting with which they will ultimately be used.
EXPRESS – Ask directly for specific feedback
We ask direct questions and provide specific interface ele-
ments to encourage dialogue and decision-making on some
specific issues introduced through our narratives and ex-
amples. Questions might be open or closed – for example:
“How does this breakaway from traditional representations work
for you?”, “Of the two [designs]... which would you say you were
most comfortable with?” In addition to reporting the values
selected on slider bars representing view parameters, other
means of interaction include ‘drag&drop’ to design and select
spatial arrangements and a request for screen-shots of pre-
ferred configurations. There are great opportunities to vary
and expand upon these forms of engagement so that domain
experts can express detailed preferences and opinions. We
see scope for other reporting mechanisms including: save
image / screen dump, save positions / geometry, text feedback, add
annotations and non-intrusive instrumentation.
4 SPC RE-DESIGN THROUGH DEXDS
In this section we detail our re-designs of SPC charts in
subsections that relate to the high level tasks and analysis
requirements outlined in Section 2.2. Each begins with a de-
scription and justification of the designs and their exposition
within DExDs. This is followed by a discussion of analysts’
reactions to the designs – the design discourse established
through the DExDs. This discussion is used to characterise
and make judgments about the efficacy of DExDs as a tool
for eliciting feedback and effecting co-design.
4.1 Encoding geography with layout (AR1, AR6)
Design description
Since RA-level comparison of signals is such an important
analysis operation, we mandate that all re-designs support
this level of comparison. As with most administrative units
in UK, RAs vary in spatial extent and geometry. This has
obvious implications if we are to present SPC charts (or
high-level summaries of SPC signals) with some geospatial
arrangement (AR1 Spatial). Occlusion, particularly around
urban areas where the graphic space occupied by RAs is
small, yet where most people live and most crime activity
concentrates, is an obvious concern.
One solution is to relax the geography whilst still
preserving approximate spatial relations between RAs. In
Figure 3, several spatial layouts are presented, as intro-
duced and explained to analysts through the DExDs. The
arrangement favoured by the analysts through their direct
interactions with the DExDs (Figure 3c) was generated using
a layout optimisation algorithm in which each RA unit is al-
located to a grid cell and ‘dummy’ grid cells are introduced
[22]. This effects an arrangement and shape that resembles
the physical geography of the West Midlands. The result is
a tile map or “Small Multiple with Gaps” [22].
Design discourse
Spatially-ordered grid maps have been proposed and de-
ployed under similar sets of analysis constraints [22], [23],
[24], [25], [26]. There has also been much discussion around
the relative benefits of different algorithms for effecting
semi-spatial arrangements (e.g. [27], [28]). Two approaches
were explored with our collaborators: space filling, both
with and without equally-sized reporting areas (Figures 3d
and 3e); and a gapped approach, either as a continuous
geography (Figure 3c) or separated by NPU (Figure 3b).
Analysts were introduced to the problem and to the
more unfamiliar relaxed geographies using the explain
and expose strategies2. A set of design alternatives were
presented (those in Figure 3). Analysts were asked to ex-
periment with these alternatives via interaction – a change
position ‘drag&drop’ exercise – and specific questions were
2. Example DExD - A Standard SPC chart
https://rooch84.github.io/spc/index.html
6asked around preferences after informed consideration of
design implications.
Analysts were open to the idea of relaxing the geogra-
phy, but their interactions with alternatives showed that
they favoured a layout that more closely resembles the
geometric outline of the West Midlands over a space-filling
approach and for the contiguous layouts over physically
separating NPUs (Figure 3c over Figure 3b). These prefer-
ences were justified in relation to the tasks and phenomena
at hand: “the NPU-focused version could lead to a silo approach
to our thinking and reinforce boundaries which don’t exist for vic-
tims and offenders” (Higher Analyst). The interactive capabil-
ities of DExDs allowed analysts to explore spatial distortion
inherent in the grid map and identify drawbacks in partic-
ular geographic locations along with possible solutions. For
example, the problem that “two neighbourhoods with signals
[can be] much closer than they are” (Performance Analyst); and
as a possible solution, “showing a small geographical map for
reference with the neighbourhood highlighted in both, just so this
spatial dimension is not lost. The geographical map wouldn’t have
to be large, the size below from the first page would be perfect”
(Performance Analyst).
4.2 Encoding signal severity and direction (AR3)
Design description
The encoding of signals as depicted in the existing software
is presented in the right column of Table 1. Signal direction
is mapped to colour hue – blue for signals on the ‘good’
side of the process average (below average), red for signals
on the ‘bad’ side (above average). Shape is used for the two
aspects of signal severity: signal effect size and duration.
In Figure 4 we present excerpts of our family of re-
designs variously displaying SPC signals and processes as
we address the analysis requirements. Designs 1 and 2 are
relatively data thin. In the most abstract case (Design 1), only
signal direction in shown; in Design 2 signal direction and
signal severity is displayed using the default encoding in
WMP’s software. Design 3 is more data dense, using gauge
lines to encode two quantities. Signal effect size is mapped to
angle and signal persistence is mapped to width. In Design 4
we add another data item, summarising signal history in a
‘trend grid’. Here we divide grid cells into five columns
(each representing a period of time) and eight rows. If a
signal is detected within any of the binned time periods a
box appears in the relevant column. The rows are ordered
by signal severity (distance from the mean), so signals with
greater than 3 SD over the process mean appear at the top
or bottom of a grid square, whereas a signal of lower effect
size such as a sequence of eight consecutive data points
above or below the mean appears close to the grid centre.
This allows us to show signal history and instances where
multiple signal types occur in a single time bin.
The primary issue with Design 4 is that the boxes within
the ‘trend grid’ are very small and the two-level geographic
hierarchy makes comparison of trends over time challeng-
ing. In Design 5, we address this issue by replacing the grid
with areas representing negative (bottom) and positive (top)
signals. We still allocate data into five time bins, but now the
height of boxes in each area varies with signal effect size and
the opacity with the number of signal types detected.
Design discourse
These partially spatial re-designs were an abrupt break from
conventional understandings of the SPC charts in use at
WMP. The DExDs3 helped reinforce learning of the new
encodings through the explain and expose strategies. A
direct link to the conventional SPC charts was designed into
the DExDs through interaction – with a mouse hover, the
name and population size of an RA is revealed and with
a mouse click a full SPC chart for the RA is returned. This
element was judged by analysts to be important: it is “very
helpful to be able to view geography at a glance and one click to
get each chart to check signals” (Performance Analyst).
While Design 1 has comparatively low data density,
analysts observed that this confers advantages in analysis
scenarios where comparison across crime type or other data
category is important – where entire charts are juxtaposed
on screen as small multiples, necessary for accomplishing
T1 Speculative exploration and T3 Morning scanning.
Our initial intention with the gauge lines (Design 3) was
to vary only their orientation. However, when presented
with an early design prototype, analysts reported that the
lines do not convey any additional information to the more
familiar icons in Design 2. One analyst mentioned that the
lines would be more revealing if the technique was extended
to all RAs – even those that are not out-of-process. This
suggestion, offered through the DExD informed dialogue,
led us to include information on the effect size (distance
from process mean) of RAs that do not contain signals. Such
an encoding adds complexity, but furnishes analysts with
useful context related to model uncertainty, such as whether
or not signals are locally exceptional, or whether current
variation from process represents a broader spatial pattern
consistent with its neighbours.
Analysts provided positive feedback around the trend
grids in Designs 4 & 5 and were able to use these designs
to relate processes to possible interventions [T1 Speculative
exploration]: “[I] really liked this chart, it’s simple and easy to
read and you can see where potentially they have resolved an issue
in one reporting area and then potentially shifted it to another
one” (Performance Analyst). In addition to validation, the
DExDs elicited original design ideas here. For example,
analysts suggested modifying the bins with a non-linear
mapping. Rather than dividing historical data into equal-
range temporal bins, greater salience could be given to more
recent observation periods by making the most recent bins
cover smaller periods of time.
4.3 Encoding process history (AR2)
Design description
New processes are created in an SPC chart after a sequence
of at least eight observations consistently above or below
the current process mean. In our context, the frequency and
nature of changes in these processes may reveal important
information on criminal activity or the suitability of SPC
monitoring as a technique. For example, it may be that par-
ticular interventions have had effect, that criminal activity
or reporting is changing, or that areas of low crime are
susceptible to false signals and arbitrary changes in process.
3. Example DExD - Representing Signals Geographically
https://rooch84.github.io/spc/geospc.html
7On a side note, this type of colouring might be useful in the background of some other
visualisation (such as icons representing a signal), so we've implemented a slider bar to
control the opacity. How faint can you make the visualisation such that you can still
determine the NPUs?
Placing the three visualisation side-by-side we can make a direct comparison. At this size,
you can see the regions in the two left-most views are larger and easier to see. We've placed
the original geography above for comparison.
If we colour by NPU again, we would argue that the gapped approach is the best regarding
both clarity (seeing each neighbourhood easily), geographic familiarity (distance of the
neighbourhood from its actual position, and overall layout).
Finally, we can think about evenly-sized geography, but with a focus on NPUs. Below is an
arrangement of NPUs such that they are arranged similar to the original geography. Inside
each NPU, we then arrange the neighbourhoods using the same algorithm as above. This
means that each NPU more closely resembles its original geography, but Birmingham as a
whole does not. The disadvantage of this is that is reenforces these 'soft' boundaries between
neighbourhoods. While one might report on a particular NPU, this does not mean that a
spatial correlation does not exist in neighbouring neighbourhoods that are assigned to
different NPUs. Therefore, we believe the continuous geography of West Midlands to be
more beneficial than the NPU-divided geography below.
NOTE: The NPU arrangement is ad-hoc and can be modified. Rearrange the NPUs below
by dragging them around. Would you arrange them differently? If so, please can you
capture and send a screenshot of your arrangement?
In summary, we believe that unusual geographic layouts can be beneficial for representing
summaries of neighbourhood data. We are interested to hear your feedback. Does this
breakaway from traditional representations work for you? Of the two (space filling and
gapped), which would you say you were most comfortable with? Do you prefer the
continuous geography, or the NPU-focused approach (regarding to position rather than
colour)?
Click here to learn more about how we think these layouts (the gapped one in particular)
can be used in conjunction with SPC.
Small multiples with gaps representing the West Midland
neighbourhoods, coloured by NPU.
Opacity:  1
Birmingham East
Birmingham West
Coventry
Dudley
Solihull
Sandwell
Walsall
Wolverhampton
The three types of geographic representations. Hover over
a neighbourhood to see where it resides in the other two.
The three types of geographic representations, coloured by
NPU. Hover over a neighbourhood to see where it resides
in the other two.
Birmingham East
Birmingham West
Coventry
Dudley
Solihull
Sandwell
Walsall
Wolverhampton
The West Midlands represented as small multiples, but
divided by NPU. Rearrange the NPU geography by
dragging each NPU.
Birmingham East
Birmingham West
Coventry
Dudley
Solihull
Sandwell
Walsall
Wolverhampton
(a)
On a side note, this type of colouring might be useful in the background of some other
visualisation (such as icons representing a signal), so we've implemented a slider bar to
control the opacity. How faint can you make the visualisation such that you can still
determine the NPUs?
Placing the three visualisation side-by-side we can make a direct comparison. At this size,
you can see the regions in the two left-most views are larger and easier to see. We've placed
the original geography above for comparison.
If we colour by NPU again, we would argue that the gapped approach is the best regarding
both clarity (seeing each neighbourhood easily), geographic familiarity (distance of the
neighbourhood from its actual position, and overall layout).
Finally, we can think about evenly-sized geography, but with a focus on NPUs. Below is an
arrangement of NPUs such that they are arranged similar to the original geography. Inside
each NPU, we then arrange the neighbourhoods using the same algorithm as above. This
means that each NPU more closely resembles its original geography, but Birmingham as a
whole does not. The disadvantage of this is that is reenforces these 'soft' boundaries between
neighbourhoods. While one might eport on a particular NPU, this does not mean that a
spatial correlation does not exist in neighbouring neighbourhoods that are assigned to
different NPUs. Therefore, we believe the continuous geo raphy of West Midlands to be
more beneficial than the NPU-divided geography below.
NOTE: The NPU arrangement is ad-hoc and can be modified. Rearrange the NPUs below
by dragging them around. Would you arrange them differently? If so, please can you
capture and send a screenshot of your arrangement?
In summary, we believe that unusual geographic layouts can be beneficial for representing
summaries of neighbourhood data. We are interested to hear your feedback. Does this
breakaway from traditional representations work for you? Of the two (space filling and
gapped), which would you say you were most comfortable with? Do you prefer the
continuous geography, or the NPU-focused approach (regarding to position rather than
colour)?
Click here to learn more about how we think these layouts (the gapped one in particular)
can be used in conjunction with SPC.
Small multiples with gaps representing the West Midland
neighbourhoods, coloured by NPU.
Opacity:  1
Birmingham East
Birmingham West
Coventry
Dudley
Solihull
Sandwell
Walsall
Wolverhampton
The three types of geographic representations. Hover over
a neighbourhood to see where it resides in the other two.
The three types of geographic representations, coloured by
NPU. Hover over a neighbourhood to see where it resides
in the other two.
Birmingham East
Birmingham West
Coventry
Dudley
Solihull
Sandwell
Walsall
Wolverhampton
The West Midlands represented as small multiples, but
divided by NPU. Rearrange the NPU geography by
dragging each NPU.
Birmingham East
Birmingham West
Coventry
Dudley
Solihull
Sandwell
Walsall
Wolverhampton
(b)
On a side note, this type of colouring might be useful in the background of some other
visualisation (such as icons representing a signal), so we've implemented a slider bar to
control the opacity. How faint can you make the visualisation such that you can still
determine the NPUs?
Placing the three visualisation side-by-side we can make a direct comparison. At this size,
you can see the regions in the two left-most views are larger and easier to see. We've placed
the original geography above for comparison.
If we colour by NPU again, we would argue that the gapped approach is the best regarding
both clarity (seeing each neighbourhood easily), geographic familiarity (distance of the
neighbourhood from its actual position, and overall layout).
Finally, we can think about evenly-sized geography, but with a focus on NPUs. Below is an
arrangement of NPUs such that they are arr nged simil r to the riginal geography. Inside
each NPU, we then arrange the neighbourhoods using the same algorithm as above. This
means that each NPU more closely resembles its original geography, but Birmingham as a
whole does not. The disadvantage of t is is that is reenforces these 'soft' boundaries between
neighbourhoods. While one might report on a particular NPU, this does not mean that a
spatial correlation does not exist in neighbouring neighbourhoods that are assigned to
different NPUs. Therefore, we believe the continuous geography of West Midlands to be
more beneficial than the NPU-divided geography below.
NOTE: The NPU arrangement is ad-hoc and can be modified. Rearrange the NPUs below
by dragging them around. Would you arrange them differently? If so, please can you
capture and send a screenshot of your arrangement?
In summary, we believe that unusual geographic layouts can be beneficial for representing
summaries of neighbourhood data. We are interested to hear your feedback. Does this
breakaway from traditional representations work for you? Of the two (space filling and
gapped), which would you say you were most comfortable with? Do you prefer the
continuous geography, or the NPU-focused approach (regarding to position rather than
colour)?
Click here to learn more about how we think these layouts (the gapped one in particular)
can be used in conjunction with SPC.
Small multiples with gaps representing the West Midland
neighbourhoods, coloured by NPU.
Opacity:  1
Birmingham East
Birmingham West
Coventry
Dudley
Solihull
Sandwell
Walsall
Wolverhampton
The three types of geographic representations. Hover over
a neighbourhood to see where it resides in the other two.
The three types of geographic representations, coloured by
NPU. Hover over a neighbourhood to see where it resides
in the other two.
Birmingham East
Birmingham West
Coventry
Dudley
Solihull
Sandwell
Walsall
Wolverhampton
The West Midlands represented as small multiples, but
divided by NPU. Rearrange the NPU geography by
dragging each NPU.
Birmingham East
Birmingham West
Coventry
Dudley
Solihull
Sandwell
Walsall
Wolverhampton
(c)
On a s de note, this type f c louring might be useful in the background of some other
visualisation (such as icons representing a signal), so we've implemented a slider bar to
control the pacity. How faint can you make the visualisation such that you can still
determine the NPUs?
Placing the three visualisation side-by-side we can make a direct comparison. At this size,
you can se  the regions in the two left-most views are larger and easier to see. We've placed
the original geography above for comparison.
If w  colour by NPU again, w  would argue that the gapped approach is the best regarding
both clarity (see ng each neighbourhood e si y), geographic familiarity (distance of the
neighb rhood from its actual position, and overall layout).
Finally, we can think about evenly-sized geography, but with a focus on NPUs. Below is an
arrangement of NPUs such that they are arranged similar to the original geography. Inside
each NPU, we then arrange the neighbourhoods using the same algorithm as above. This
mea s that each NPU more closely resembles its original geography, but Birmingham as a
whole do s not. The disadvant g  of this is that is reenforces these 'soft' boundaries between
neighbourhoods. Whil  o e might report on a particular NPU, this does not mean that a
spat al c rrelation does not exist in neighbouring neighbourhoods that are assigned to
different NPUs. Therefore, we believe the continuous geography of West Midlands to be
mor  beneficial than the NPU-divided geography below.
NOTE: The NPU arrangem nt is ad-hoc and can be modified. Rearrange the NPUs below
by dragging them ar und. Would you arrange them differently? If so, please can you
capture and send a screenshot of your arrangement?
In summary, we believe that unusual geo raphic layouts can be beneficial for representing
summaries of neighbourhood data. We are interested to hear your feedback. Does this
breakaway from tradition l representations work for you? Of the two (space filling and
gapped), which would you say you were most comfortable with? Do you prefer the
continuous geography, or the NPU-focused approach (regarding to position rather than
colour)?
Click here to l arn more about how we think these layouts (the gapped one in particular)
can be used in conjunction with SPC.
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On a side note, this type of colouring might be useful in the background of some other
visualisation (such as icons representing a signal), so we've implemented a slider bar to
control the opacity. How faint can you make the visualisation such that you can still
determine the NPUs?
Placi g the three visualisation side-by-side we can make a direct comparison. At this size,
you can see the regions in the two left-most views are larger and easier to see. We've placed
the original geography above for comparison.
If we colour by NPU again, we would argue that the gapped approach is the best regarding
both clarity (seeing each neighbourhood easily), geographic familiarity (distance of the
neighb rhood from its actual position, and overall layout).
Finally, we can think about evenly-sized geography, but with a focus on NPUs. Below is an
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different NPUs. Therefore, we believe the continuous geography of West Midlands to be
more beneficial than the NPU-divided geography below.
NOTE: The NPU arra gement is ad-hoc and can be modified. Rearrange the NPUs below
by dragging them around. Would you arrange them differently? If so, please can you
capture and send a screenshot of your arrangement?
In summary, we believe that unusual geographic layouts can be beneficial for representing
summaries of neighbourhood data. We are interested to hear your feedback. Does this
breakaway from traditional representations work for you? Of the two (space filling and
gapped), which would you say you were most comfortable with? Do you prefer the
continuous geography, or the NPU-focused approach (regarding to position rather than
colour)?
Click here to learn more about how we think these layouts (the gapped one in particular)
can be used in conjunction with SPC.
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Fig. 3: Example spatial layouts that we explored with our analysts, colour coded by neighbourhood policing unit -
 Birmingham East,  Birmingham West,  Coventry,  Dudley,  Solihull,  Sandwell,  Walsall,  Wolverhampton.
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In our first re-design that encodes process (Design 6
in Figure 4), processes are represented as boxes with box
height a function of process variation. In Design 7, we add
the mean of each process, encoded with a dark line that is
oriented vertically between processes to emphasise process
change. In Desig s 8 & 9, we a d cat gorical eographic
information by differentiating NPU using colour hue. Since
WMP do not have an existing mapping of hue to NPU, we
use differentiable colours that confer semantic associations –
the local football club of the NPU (e.g. claret for Aston Villa,
gold for Wolverhampton Wanderers). We do this for more
prominent clubs, and use contrasting hues for the re aining
NPUs. In Design 8 we colour the process boxes, whereas in
Design 9 we offer a design alternative, using these hues to
colour the backgrounds of each RA small multiple.
Design discourse
Evaluating these designs via DExDs4, analysts at WMP
made the case for additional geographic context – varying
colour hue by NPU. However, introducing this context
has consequences and results in conflict and interactions
with other encodings. This trade-off was communicated and
explored by analysts via our DExDs by designing-in a slider
and asking analysts to flexibly manipulate the alpha value
(transparency) of NPU colours from their own machines
before reporting a preferred value – the experiment and
express strategies. Through this process analysts suggested
a high alpha value that minimised conflicts with other
encodings and that supported discrimination of NPUs. Us-
ing vertical alignment of rectangles to communicate crime
4. Example DExD - Summarising Processes Geographically
https://rooch84.github.io/spc/processes.html
frequency and rectangle width to communicate variation (or
control points) in Design 6 was also welcomed by analysts
as it draws heavily on the existing encoding with which
analysts are familiar.
4.4 Combining signal and process encodings (AR2)
Design description
AR2 Temporal entails analysis of signals and processes simul-
taneously and we attempt this in Designs 10-12 (Figure 4).
All graphic composites use the same encoding to display
process history and NPU membership. In Design 10 we add
current signals with the default encoding used in Design 2.
In Design 11, we augment Design 10 with gauge lines. Since
the colour of gauge lines signifies signal direction, we fill
the signal icons white. Finally, Design 12 combines all of this
with summaries of signal history (the trend channels used in
Design 5). We narrow the trend channels to the central 80%
of each grid square such that the signal histories appear as
juxtaposed headers and footers in each RA.
Design discourse
The composite charts in Figure 4 that combine both signal
and process history are highly data dense. An inevitable
consequence is visual interference between views [7], [29]
and we made several additional design decisions to man-
age this interference. Again, we worked with analysts to
investigate different levels of transparency at which the en-
coding of NPU could still be discriminated (the experiment
and express strategies5). Analysts paid particular attention
5. Example DExD - Combining Multiple Representations
https://rooch84.github.io/spc/overloading.html
8to this transparency where our designs were faceted as
small multiples. Whilst for most designs analysts reported
a preference for a value of 0.2, they acknowledged that this
does vary with context, and went so far as to make original
design suggestions – that varying alpha value to suit task,
dataset and setting could work well: “I quite like the range 0.2
to 0.3 for readability, however it would be great to keep a slider as
this does change for different designs. Also, in order to customise
for different displays (e.g. TV, or Laptop with Privacy Screen)”
(Performance Analyst). We see this statement as suggestive
of two things: acceptance of a solution that moves away
from the existing single SPC chart approach to one that em-
braces a family of solutions in which graphics are designed
according to need; and evidence of the capability of DExDs
as a means of supporting co-design.
Combining both the gauge lines and default encoding
of signals (Design 11) creates further visual conflict and
redundancy. An analyst at WMP suggested making the
default signal white. This suggestion broke with convention
and was (implicitly) justified with recourse to visual design
principles. The analyst noted that signal direction is already
encoded through the gauge lines, that by making the default
encoding of signals white those signals become less visually
intrusive, but that the graphical space occupied by default
signals subtly lends visual salience to the gauges.
4.5 Evaluating the re-designs: relating designs to task
In abstracting and encoding key elements of SPC structure
in its (approximate) spatial location, our candidate designs
support the overriding analysis requirement (AR1 Spatial):
of understanding and comparing spatial patterns in excep-
tional crime activity. Additionally, they support analysts in
making judgements around signal severity and duration
(AR3 Multi-perspective), signal history (AR2 Temporal), pro-
cess variation and, where views are faceted, fuller com-
parison across different categories of crime activity (AR4
Thematic). While the re-designs are carefully considered, and
informed by visual design theory, we cannot easily identify
the favoured design in terms of substantive data content or
encodings. That designs are configurable is therefore an im-
portant requirement when inserting re-designs into existing
data analysis workflows. We attribute this approach, the use
of a family of related designs that can be flexibly navigated
to support inquiry, to our use of DExDs (see section 7).
That this family of re-designs is now being used for crime
analysis at WMP adds to the weight of evidence that our
approach has resulted in valid design candidates.
Matching individual designs to task
To demonstrate how this family might be leveraged in data
analysis, we map favoured designs to the three scenarios
described in Section 2. These mappings were derived via
our engagement with analysts using DExDs and in Figure 5,
graphics are annotated with analytical examples.
T1 Speculative exploration – a data-driven task where
analysts openly search for patterns with no pre-specified
strategy. Designs that incorporate composite views
are most suitable to this task – where additional con-
text (geography, history, volume) supports pattern
detection and can direct lines of enquiry. A suggested
candidate is Design 12. In addition to information on
signal effect size, direction and history, the process
views provide useful historical context.
T2 Morning scanning – a time-critical scan task in which
analysts search for issues in the priority areas to which
they are assigned. Here analysts need to gain a quick
overview but with some local context. Design 10 is
favoured – where icon colour represents signal di-
rection, but with the addition of trend channels. The
gauge lines are made optionally available (removed
by default) to reduce clutter and maintain visual
attention towards the signals.
T3 Presentation to management – high-level analysis
headlines presented in a highly summarised view that
contains limited data channels and is familiar to senior
managers. Design 2 in this case with NPUs subtly
distinguished by varying the background hue.
Configuring designs to task: small multiples
Across the three tasks, it is necessary to facet on a single
attribute for comparison. In T2 Morning scanning and T3 Pre-
sentation to management, maps might be faceted on priority
crime types or groups (as in Figure 6), or on some ordered
temporal attribute – for example, to explore the effect of an
intervention occurring at a given time point (a signal visible
at a previous time point may now have disappeared). In
an exploratory setting (T1 Morning scanning), one analyst
suggested that a crime type might be faceted on a stated
period of the day to see, for example, whether certain
reporting areas exhibit an increase in night-time incidents.
Whilst we consciously designed symbols that are con-
cise, the number of data channels that can be reasonably
displayed is limited when faceting to form small multiples;
very quickly the icons in Design 2 combined with NPU back-
ground colouring are difficult to interpret. When further
increasing the number of small multiples on screen, Design 1
becomes the only solution that is legible.
5 DISCOURSE THROUGH DEXDS
In the previous section, we catalogued DExDs, and the
designs and design discussion that they helped to support,
in some detail. Here we abstract six ways in which the
DExDs seemed to have effect in establishing rich design
discourse. Each is evidenced by an example obtained in the
re-design described in Section 4 and checked against the
strategies listed in Section 3.
Design Exposition for Acceptance and Learning
Our collaborating analysts commented that the descriptions
of design rationale accompanied with interactive examples
“demonstrated the thinking process” involved in design. That
these documents made transparent the incremental nature
of our re-designs was a positive outcome. Analysts reported
that revealing this process gradually, through the ordered
explain strategy, meant that they were more confident in
interpreting the composite views, which they acknowledged
at first glance “tend to overwhelm”, but subsequently ac-
cepted and are now using in crime analysis tasks at WMP.
Design Exposition for Ambition and Change
The DExDs may have been instrumental in moving analysts
away from established standards and making them open
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Previously, we have investigated how to represent single signals, signal history and process
history over neighbourhoods in their geographic context. Here we look at combining these
views into a single graphic. Firstly, we can place the signal icon on top of process view.
Further to this, we can add the mark indicating the mean of the data point or signal. We
adjust the opacity to allow the glyphs to be seen on top of the processes and signals.
At this point, each tile requires more display space for it to be easily interpreted, so we can
try enlarging the image.
Clicking on a chart opens it in the margin above.
Since we see the direction of the signal (positive or negative) is encoded in the colour of the
mark, we could rem ove the colour from the shapes that inform us about signal type. This
potentially reduces clutter.
Once again we enlarge the map to see the detail.
Now that we have removed the coloured shapes, we can try adding the trend channels on
the top and bottom of each neighbourhood, showing historic positive and negative signals.
A tile map showing both signal and process information
for each neighbourhood.
Click on a neighbourhood to see its SPC chart.
The date is 1st May 2015.
A tile map showing both signal and process information
for each neighbourhood, as well as a mark showing the
mean of either the last data point or the signal.
Click on a neighbourhood to see its SPC chart.
The date is 1st May 2015.
A tile map showing both signal and process information
for each neighbourhood, as well as a mark showing the
mean of either the last data point or the signal. The shapes
showing signal type are now colourless gaps - giving
better visual differentiation from the angled lines.
Click on a neighbourhood to see its SPC chart.
The date is 1st May 2015.
backward forward Today is 1st May 2015
Whilst the general pattern is of decreasing 
crime rates, slight increases are observed for 
this set of reporting areas (contiguous area). 
Analysis by crime type may show this to be a 
new, spatially contained phenomenon.
The continued increase in 
reported crime in this area 
is expected, but this is a 
self-contained problem — 
neighbouring areas do not 
show increases 
(current or historical). 
T1 - Speculative exploration 
Low and historically stable crime rates for reporting 
areas in Solihull accords with expectations.
The historic pattern of decreasing crime 
rates in Coventry was not previously 
obvious and warrants further enquiry.
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This one-off signal with a large effect size 
(orientation of gauge line) is more spatially 
unique — crime rates are generally static 
for its immediate reporting areas.
The addition of gauge lines 
reveals this signal may 
represent a spatial 
process — immediate 
reporting areas also show 
increases, though not 
sufficiently large 
to register as signals.
T2 - Morning scanning
The three reporting areas with negative 
signals are to be investigated. 
All exhibit historically stable rates.
T3 - Presentation to management
Low and historically stable crime rates 
for neighbourhoods in Solihull accords 
with expectations. 
The historic pattern of decreasing 
crime rates for NPUs in Coventry 
was not previously obvious and 
warrants further enquiry.
The continued increase in 
crime rates in this 
neighbourhood had been 
expected, but this is a self-
contained problem – its 
immediate neighbours do 
not show increases (current 
or historical). Faceting on 
crime type may help identify 
whether particular types 
contribute to the increase.
Whilst the general pattern is of decreasing 
crime rates, slight increases are observed for 
this set of neighbourhoods (contiguous area). 
Analysis by crime type may show this to be a 
new, spatially contained phenomenon.
T1 – Speculative exploration
T2 – Morning scanning
The three neighbourhoods exhibiting negative signals are to be 
investigated. Note that each signal occurs in neighbourhoods with 
historically stable crime rates. 
This one-off signal with a large effect size (orientation of gauge line) is 
more spatially unique – crime rates are generally static for its 
immediate neighbours. 
The addition of gauge 
lines reveals this signal 
may represent a spatial 
process -- immediate 
neighbours also show 
increases, through not 
sufﬁciently large to 
register as signals.  
T3 – Presentation to management
Public order offences 
are concentrated in 
central Solihull.
Shoplifting is an 
obvious priority for 
town centres.
Force-level actions to tackle anti-social 
behaviour appear to be working. 
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may represent a spatial 
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increases, through not 
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increases, through not 
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increases, through not 
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Public order offences 
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The continued increase in 
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area had been expected, but 
this is a self-contained 
problem – its immediate 
reporting areas do not show 
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type may help identify 
whether particular types 
contribute to the increase.
Despite the recent signal, there is 
little change in robberies with 
some continued downward trend.
Shoplifting is an obvious 
priority for certain 
reporting areas – town 
centres in this case.
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slight increases are observed for this set of repo ting 
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to be investigated. Note that each signal occurs in 
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reveals this signal may 
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– immediate reporting 
areas also show increases, 
though not sufficiently 
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Public ord   
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in Coventry.
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been expected, but this is a self-
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Shoplifting is an obvious 
priority for certain 
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with expectations. 
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expected, but this is a self-
con ained problem – its 
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crime type may help identify 
whether particular types 
contribute to the increase.
Whilst the general pattern is of decreasing 
crime rates, slight increases are observed for 
this set of neighbourhoods (contiguous area). 
Analysis by crime type may show this to be a 
new, spatially contained phenomenon.
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The three neighbourhoods exhibiting negative signals are to be 
investigated. Note that each signal occurs in neighbourhoods with 
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This one-off signal with a la ge effect size (orientation of gauge line) is 
more spatially unique – crime rates are generally static for its 
immediate neighbours. 
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may represent a spatial 
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neighbours also show 
increases, through not 
sufﬁciently large to 
register as signals.  
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T e thre  rep rting areas exhibiting ne als are to be 
inves igated. No e that each signal occurs in reporting areas with 
historically stable crime rates. 
This one-off signal with a large eff rientation of gauge line) is more spatially 
unique – crime rat s are generally static for its immediate reporting areas.
The additi  f ga g  
lines r i  signal 
t a spatial 
process – i ediate 
reporting areas also 
show increases, though 
not sufficiently large to 
register as signals.
Public order offences 
show a recent i crease 
in Coventry.
Force-level actions to tackle anti-social 
behaviour appear to be working
The continued increase in 
crime rates in this reporting 
area had been expected, but 
this is a self-contained 
problem – its immediate 
reporting areas do not show 
increases (current or 
historical). Faceting on crime 
type may help identify 
whether particular types 
contribute to the increase.
Despite the recent signal, there is 
little change in robberies with 
some continued downward trend.
Shoplifting is an obvious 
priority for certain 
reporting areas – town 
centres in this case.
Whilst the general pattern is of decreasing crime rates, 
slight incre ses are observed for this set of reporting 
areas (contiguous area).  Analysis by crime type may 
show this to be a n w, s atially contained phen menon.
The historic pattern of decreasing crime 
rates for reporting areas in Coventry was 
not pr viously obvious and warrants further 
enquiry. 
Low and historically stable crime rates for 
reporting areas in Solihull accords with 
exp ctations.
The three reporting areas exhibiting negative sign ls are 
to be investigated. Note that each signal occurs in 
reporting areas with hist rically stable crime rates. 
This ne-off signal with a l rge effect size 
(orientation of gauge line) is more spatially 
unique – crime rates ar  generally static for 
its immediate reporting areas.
The addition f gauge lines 
reveals this signal may 
represent a spatial process 
– immediate reporting 
areas also show increases, 
though not sufficiently 
lar e to register as signals.
Public ord   
show a re t increase 
in Coventry.
Force-level actions to tackle anti-social 
behaviour appear to be working
The continued increase in crime 
rates in this reporting area had 
been expected, but this is a self-
contained problem – its 
im ediate reportin  areas do 
not show increases (current or 
hist ri l). Faceting on crime 
type may help id ntify whether 
particular ty es contribute to 
th  increase.
Shoplifting is an obvious 
priority for certain 
r porting areas – town 
centres in this case.
T1 – Speculative exploration
 
T2 – Morning scanning
T3 – Pr sentation to agement
T2 - Morning scanning
This one-off signal with a large effect size 
(orientation of gauge line) is more spatially 
uniq e – crime rates are generally static for its 
immediate reporting areas.
. 
The addition f 
gauge lines 
reveals this signal 
may epresent a 
spatial process – 
immediate 
reporting areas 
also show 
increases, though 
not sufficiently 
large to register 
as signals.
T1 - Speculative exploration
The continued increase in 
crime rates in this reporting 
area had been expected, but 
this is a self-contained 
problem – its immediate 
reporting areas do not show 
increases (current or 
historical). Faceting on crime 
type may help identify 
whether a ticular types 
contribut  t  the incr ase.
Whilst the general patter  is of d creasing crime rates, 
slight increases are observed for this set of reporting 
area (contiguous area).  Anal sis by crime ty e may 
show this to be a new, spatially co tai ed 
phenomenon.
The hist ric pattern of ecreasing crime rat for 
reporting areas in Coventry was not previously 
obvious and warrants further enquiry. 
Low and historically stable crime rates for reporting 
areas in Solihull accords with expectations.
T3 - Presentation to ma agement
The t ree reporting areas exhibiting negative signals are to be investigated. 
Note that each signal occurs in reporting areas with historically stable crime rates. 
Shoplifting is an obvious priority for certain reporting 
areas – town centres in this case.
Force-level actions to tackle anti-social 
behaviour appear to be working.
Force-level actions 
to tackle anti-social 
behaviour seem to 
be working.
Robbery signals 
are n gative 
on the whole.
Faceting on crime type 
may help identify whether 
particular kinds of crime 
contribute to the increase.
Fig. 5: Selected designs specialised to task. Design candidates are annotated with observations typical to each task.
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Fig. 6: Small multiples faceted on type of reported crime.
Each shows Design 2 with background coloured by NPU.
to more ambitious alternatives. For example, the spatial
representations were relatively abstract, but were embraced
by the analysts. Our reflective notes on the teleconference re-
port that: “It was interesting to hear [the analysts] point out areas
in Coventry where they had spotted some spatial autocorrelation
(th y seemed natur lly comfortable with the geography) and they
felt seeing both [auto] correlated and contrasting neighbourhoods
was interesting”.
The complexity of the graphic that we developed in the
re-designs shows some ambition. Existing conventions for
shape-based encodings (Table 1) of signals were dropped
and the density and sophistication of the graphics deemed
acceptable to analysts increased significantly during the
design process. For example, when faceting on offence type,
we used designs that encoded a highly summarised view of
current signals. When asked about alternatives for arranging
our SPC maps for comparison, however, analysts suggested
that the small multiples could also be useful for looking
across temporal periods (e.g. faceting on the period of day
when robberies occur), or victim attributes such as age
range. The small multiples used i our design candidates are
faceted on up to three categories – by time (time channel),
geography (grid maps of RAs) and theme (e.g. offence type)
– resulting in complex data-dense graphics. The sugges-
tions made by analysts around reasonably complex design
arrangements, coupled with their ongoing use at WMP –
the fact that analysts at WMP are prepared to accommodate
complex and data dense re-designs within their workflows –
is evidence of the learning achieved through the project. The
explain (from familiar to unfamiliar) and expose strategies
may have been particularly relevant here.
Design Exposition for Discussion
The DExDs op n d up discussion between analysts them-
selves about design candidates and the design process.
For example, one analyst would suggest removing colour
encoding of signals to reduce their emphasis, while an-
other wished to maintain the encoding used in the original
SPC. During the teleconference, analysts would enter into
discussions between themselves as they spotted patterns
in the data. Our annotated transcript reports that: “Several
times I remained quiet and listened to the two of them have
discussions between themselves. ... it was interesting to hear
how they had different ideas/priorities on how our designs could
be used.” This informed discussion is symptomatic of the
learning that we ave identified, but was also stimulated
directly by the DExDs, particularly through the explore and
express strategies. In one document, analysts were asked
to adjust the opacity of the NPU background colour to
experiment with the level of lightness at hich NPUs could
be differentiated. Two were happy with 10% op city, while
one had it set to 40%. This led to a deeper discussion about
the effect hardware can hav on presentation and analysis.
On the 1080p monitors that the analysts have on their
desks it was acceptable to make NPUs almost transparent.
However, their laptops are required to use a privacy screen,
which significantly reduces screen brightness. Also, there is
no guarantee that any projector used to present an analysis
(T3 Presentation to management) will show colours reliably.
The discussion exposed some important ideas about how
colours are used in workplaces, with the realisation of there
being greater flexibility in the use of colour for exploratory
analysis (T1 Speculative exploration) than presentation as
more specialised and reliable hardware tends to be used
for this task. This discussion was effected via the DExDs
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using the experiment and express strategies – requiring
analysts to explore designs in their intended context of use
and respond to specific questions related to this experience.
Design Exposition for Design Suggestions
We received various credible design suggestions that were
well informed by best practice and context. These were often
relatively ambitious and included: the non-linear mapping
of temporal bins to focus on the recent past; removing the
hue encoding of signal type for data dense graphics to
address double encoding; suggesting that layers be grouped
according to task; requesting an opacity slider to give users
control over the alpha channel as and when required. These
suggestions often generated rich informed discussion. For
example, one analyst identified interference between encod-
ings in the composite designs and suggested reducing the
visual salience of signals by colouring signals white instead
of red. However, a more senior colleague wished to main-
tain a stronger connection with the original SPC design,
making an important argument about their interpretation
by senior officers during monthly briefings.
That this level of discussion around design suggestions
took place is evidence of agency collaborators felt over the
designs. Particularly relevant here was the fact that analysts
began to question established standards, using a vocabulary
and justification informed by visual design principles es-
tablished in the DExDs. This element was certainly unique
in relation to other applied research projects in which we
have engaged, and moved beyond the blurring of analyst-
visualization researcher roles reported in Wood et al. [5].
Design Exposition for Flexible Design
In contrast to many design study projects, we have not
generated and advocated for a single design that addresses
all tasks identified. Rather, the educational function of the
DExDs may have left our collaborators with much of the
knowledge required to navigate through a more open de-
sign space than we had anticipated providing. Analysts at
WMP were capable of carefully selecting graphics from a
set of design alternatives based on task and informed by
principles of design. There are advantages to thinking about
applied visualization projects in this way. It allows for a
more flexible, less constrained design than is typical in many
visualization design studies, emphasises the role of designer
as colleague rather than tool builder, with the potential for
graphics that are less generic and more task specific.
Design Exposition for Critique
The analysts at WMP were very keen to discuss and re-
spond with detail to aspects of designs as expressed in the
DExDs. Two analysts produced annotated screenshots of the
design documents, e-mailed in preparation for the telecon-
ference. These visual critiques were not instigated through
an express request. That they were created demonstrates
analysts’ desire to engage deeply with the design process.
Importantly, we identified a difference in the feedback
volunteered by analysts in the annotations to that offered
in scheduled analysis sessions and teleconferences. In the
annotations, analysts expressed more scepticism, particu-
larly around the gauge lines and composite views, than
we received in the scheduled sessions. The more sceptical
comments were sometimes accompanied with viable design
suggestions: “[I] Find both of these [gauge lines] quite challeng-
ing to read. Colours and thin lines do not make it easy to see
at a glance which ones are red (signals). Maybe thicker lines for
signals?” We speculate that this difference may to an extent
relate to well-known themes in empirical social science:
social-desirability bias, where individuals respond in ways
that they perceive will be viewed positively by others [6].
Our thinking here is that the ‘distancing’ of visualization
researcher and front-line analyst – where analysts prepared
annotated DExD screenshots from their own workstations –
may have elicited more critical and ‘honest’ feedback than
through face-to-face meetings and teleconferences. That this
activity was spontaneous and ad hoc was interesting, and
suggests another DExD dialogue strategy– the use of anno-
tation as a means of enabling collaborators to express views
on design. The DExDs helped lend ecological validity to this
critique: the feedback took place at the analysts’ workplace,
with real data and during analysts’ quieter periods of work.
6 DISCUSSION, EXTENSION AND SCOPE
While we claim some success in developing and using
DExDs to establish discourse and develop design candi-
dates, the evidence we present is based upon experiences
heavily embedded within the crime analysis and SPC use
case. The project was developed with external collaborators
with whom we had previously worked and an organisation
and datasets with which we were already familiar. Making
emphatic claims around how DExDs might transfer to other
contexts [30] is therefore problematic. Additionally we have
argued, with evidence, that DExDs are particularly relevant
to applied visualization projects where domain experts are
fully inculcated within the process of design – in this case,
to develop design proposals that address challenging tasks
by overriding established design patterns. Again, we cannot
make strong claims around the extent to which DExDs may
work in other contexts – for example visualization projects
with a heavier engineering focus.
However, we do see DExDs as forming a class of initia-
tives that could be injected throughout the design process
to support rich design discourse in a number of contexts.
The DExDs developed and evaluated here are a mechanism
for supporting the early stages of the design process. Yet
there is scope for DExDs to describe data threats, specify
behaviours and capture reactions at a wider set of stages
of data visualization development – where the form of
exposition is adapted to the type of communication required
at each stage. This includes what Walny et al. [20, p. 12]
describe as handoff – “the codifying and exchange of information
between people working on different roles in a project, and the
related challenge of communicating domain knowledge across
roles”. Examples might include:
• DExD as diary – dialogue with (future) self and col-
leagues, enabling designers to document and reflect
on reactions to designs as they identify design op-
portunities and challenges, and reflect on learnings
when reporting their work [3], [31];
• DExD as handoff document – communication with
developers, where rather than justifying designs,
essential behaviours are described and demonstrated
explicitly in a structured way, rather than implied
in a software prototype [20]. Such documents could
address a key issue in handoff that is inadequately
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supported in existing design tools – the specification
of data mappings and behaviours [20].
• DExD for data threats – communication with data
owners, where design exposition and dialogue fo-
cuses specifically on likely edge-cases [20], perhaps
requiring that designs are tested with alternative
datasets to anticipate the effects of possible updates
or for visual-data correspondence [32].
For these sorts of initiatives, and for DExDs to be more
widely adopted, enabling technologies and frameworks will
be important. The DExDs presented here were created using
a high-level framework – d3 [21]. However, our work on
literate visualization [14], which was conducted in light of
our experience with DExDs, uses more efficient higher level
languages – vega-lite through elm-vega [14], [33], [34] – to
reduce the effort and friction involved in design and its
exposition [14]. We therefore see literate visualization, and the
associated narrative schemas for structured exposition as
important to future attempts to broaden forms of exposition
and apply DExDs across the design process.
Finally, that our applied design engagement resulted in a
family of SPC charts making their way into a visual analytics
system in operation at WMP may be significant. Our initial
ambition, as with most applied visualization projects, was
to establish a re-design and a visualization tool for SPC
analysis that might generalise to other contexts. In this
project, not only was there no obvious ‘stand-out‘ re-design,
but certain re-designs were more suited to some tasks and
some contexts than others. We speculate that DExDs – the
combination of ordered explanatory narrative, exposure of
limitations in existing approaches, experimentation with
alternatives and requests for design preferences – may
have promoted this, equipping our collaborators to make
judgments about design alternatives that may otherwise
have been the responsibility of the visualization designer.
In applied visualization it is unlikely that canonical design
solutions exist. The consideration of design alternatives
intrinsic to our DExDs may open up exciting possibilities for
families of re-designs in other applied visualization work.
7 CONCLUSION
We present DExDs, a new means of fostering collabora-
tion and encouraging design dialogue between domain ex-
perts and visualization researchers in applied visualization.
Consisting of structured, interactive, web-based documents,
DExDs present, describe and justify design intentions with
real data so as to encourage guided exploration and elicit
critical feedback. In cataloging DExDs through our crime
analysis case study, we offer evidence of their apparent
effects. Especially during the design discourse in Section
4 we note examples of analysts at WMP demonstrating
agency over the design process – in critiquing our de-
signs and making informed recommendations around re-
design whilst conscious of the trade-offs associated with
introducing graphics with greater data density. The nature
of feedback via DExDs was, then, qualitatively different to
that elicited in the many comparable projects in which we
have been involved. We are not able to support this claim
with falsifiable evidence. However, our experience of design
studies is that face-to-face evaluations offer little time for
learning. Domain experts are typically busy, distant and
working in roles that require their plans to change with little
warning. A further problem is social-desirability bias [6],
where collaborators with whom we have developed amiable
working relationships may unwittingly provide responses
that they believe we want to hear. We do not argue that
the DExDs fully negate these concerns and biases. However,
we do suggest that our approach of physically separating
and distancing researcher and collaborator through DExDs
helped cultivate considered, informed and well-reasoned
feedback and contributed to a rich design dialogue. The
approach allowed our collaborators to explore designs over
a sustained period, freeing analysts from the pressure of
providing immediate responses or from exposing the fact
that they might not immediately understand our re-designs
– allowing time for ideas and reactions to incubate. We claim
that this had effects that were beneficial and lasting.
We have yet to find an example of such interactive
documents being used to articulate design ideas to domain
experts, where design candidates and design rationale can
be communicated in a way that enables analysts to experi-
ment with alternatives and express opinions by interacting
with their own data, in their own time, in a familiar setting.
We offer concepts through which this notion can be explored
further, and experiences based upon one implementation
and one engagement that suggest DExDs are a promising
new mechanism for applied visualization design research.
We see no reason why the approach should not be used
more widely – in different domains and across the design
process – and argue that the detailed descriptions of pro-
cesses, learnings and designs provided here offer scope for
further study and transfer [3] by others. With the emergence
of enabling technologies such a vega-lite [33] and initiatives
such as literate visualization [14], we call for the approach to
be explored, extended and more fully evaluated.
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